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ABSTRACT

Korean law has been rarely adopted as governing laws in settlements of

disputes in shipping business even by their domestic shipping companies

notwithstanding Korea is one of major shipping countries in the world. In

fact, shipping companies usually agree to English law as a governing law

of their shipping contacts regardless of their locations and nationalities.

One of main reasons for this is that most of standard forms of shipping

contracts are drafted on the basis of English common law whereas Korean

law is based on civil law system. Accordingly, constructions on certain

clauses of standard forms of shipping contracts by Korean law would not

be more effective and practical than the construction by English law.

Another main reason is that English law has extensive case laws on

shipping disputes which have been accumulated for centuries when England

was a superpower shipping country. As a result, parties to shipping

contracts can foresee their legal position on contracts with certainty under



English law which makes their business stable in terms of legal risk. For

these reasons, English law has been chosen as governing law by parties.

Thus, there have been not many disputes on shipping contracts such as

time charterparties under Korean law and this gives less chances to

Korean law society to have extensive experiences. This again makes

Korean law less preferred by shipping companies who has no alternative

but to settle their disputes under English law in a distance country with

heavy burden of expenses and language obstacles.

In view of the above mentioned, it is necessary and important to study

time charterparty in terms of legal nature, legislations of other countries

and Korean law and English law comparisons on construction of a standard

form of time charter party(“New York Produce Exchange Form 1946”). On

the basis of results of this study, it would be possible to set up more

practical Korean legal fabric in respect of time charter to meet the

country's demand as a major shipping country. For this, current articles

relating to time charter in Korean commercial code shall be reviewed in

order to see whether it is necessary to amend or make additional new

articles. In the course of such study, it would be useful to take account

of viewpoint of English law on construction of time charterparty since

English law is most preferred governing law in time charter in the world.

First of all, it is necessary to study the nature of time charter. It is not

yet certain under Korean law through theories and court cases whether

time charter has a nature of contract of carriage or nature of demise

charter inclusive of supply of crew whereas it is unquestionable under

English law that time charter has a nature of contract of carriage. The

purpose of defining nature of time charter under Korean law is to decide

which part of Korean civil code between “locatio conductio operis” and



“locatio conductio rei” is applied to the construction of time charter party.

In view of the facts that owners continuously keep their possession on

ships by their employees, i.e., master and crew through the period of time

charter, and time charterers have rights of limited instructions on

commercial respect, it seems that time charterparty has a nature of

contract of carriage rather than that of demise charter in which charterers

have full control on ships and crews in respect of both navigational and

commercial respects.

As regards contractual liabilities, in principle, parties to a contract have

obligations of due diligence in their performances under Korean law

whereas parties have strict liabilities unless agreed otherwise under

English law. Thus, under Korean law charterers are not liable for unsafe

ports so long as they do their due diligence in appointing ports. Further,

if there is any contributory negligence from owners, breaching charterers

can limit their liability by way of contributory negligence under Korean

law whereas it is not normally allowed in strict liabilities under English

law.

As regards anticipatory repudiation, it is not certain under Korea law

whether non-breaching party has rights to terminate contracts

immediately and claim damages or has to wait until the time for

performance has arrived whereas under English law non-breaching party

can terminate and claim damages immediately.

As regards time for assessment of loss, major opinion in Korea is that

damages are to be assessed at the time of last hearing of first instance

courts. On the other hand, minor opinion is that the assessment of loss

shall be at the time when non-breaching party becomes to have rights to

claim damages and other loss if any can be considered later as



appropriate. Under English law, the general principle is that damages are

to be assessed at the time of breach and where it would be reasonable,

the court would postpone the time for assessment of damages until it is

more appropriate.

As regards construction of off-hire clause, Korean court will, in principle,

try to find the intention of parties without giving any favor to owners

wheres under English law charterers may have a disadvantage in case of

vague situations where the contra preferentem rule is applied. Apart from

off-hire, it is allowable under Korean law that charterers offset hire by

their damages unless parties agree otherwise whereas no set-off is

allowed under English law.

As regards payments of hire, there is a little chance that very negligible

shortfall of payment can be considered full payment in principle of good

faith under Korean law. Under English law, however, it is difficult to

practically expect any short payment is considered as full payment though

there is still a chance in de minimis rule in theory.

As regards owners’ implied indemnity, there seems no cause of action for

owners to claim indemnity against charterers under Korean law so long as

charterers’ instruction is legitimate. Under English law, owners have

implied indemnity against charterers so long as their loss is proximately

caused by charterers' instruction and the loss is not assumed for owners

to bear at the time of entering into contracts.

As regards identity of carrier under bills of lading, it is recently

suggested in Korea that carrier under bills of lading, which are issued

under time charter, shall be decided not by the nature of time charter but

by descriptions on both sides of bills of lading. Under English law, carrier



under bills of lading shall be decided by descriptions of bills of lading and

the front side shall be prevail in case of contradiction between front side

and revere side of bills of lading,

As regards owners’ lien on cargo, though such contractual lien is not valid

since any lien shall be statutory under Korean law, owners are still able

to exercise lien on cargo regardless of cargo owners for unpaid hire by a

statutory lien in the commercial code. Owners, however, cannot exercise

this lien against charterers’ bills of lading holders and third parties who

take possession of the cargo after discharge from the ship. Under English

law, owners can exercise this contractual lien on the cargo so long as the

cargo is owned by time charterers.

As regards owners’ lien on sub-freight, as mentioned above, such lien is

not recognized in Korean law. However, if this lien clause is considered

as agreement on pledge on charterers’ right to sub-freight, owners have a

right on sub-freights on condition that charterers make a notice of such a

pledge to sub-charterers or the sub-charterers agree to the pledge.

Under English law, owners have effective rights of lien on sub-freights if

owners make a notice of their exercise of lien to sub-charterers before

they pay sub-freight to charterers.

As regards charterers’ lien on ship for overpaid hire, etc., this lien is not

recognized under Korean law as above mentioned reasons. Even under

English law, it is practically difficult to imagine how charterers exercise

the lien on the ship as per charterparty clause unless they have court's

oder to that effect.

As regards time limitation, parties to time charter have two year time

limit to claim from the date of redelivery of ships under Korean law.



Under English law, six year time limitation applies to claim and it begins

to run at the time of breach. However, English court do consider time

limit defence only if time limit defence is raised by defendants.

Article 842 of Korean commercial code is a definition of time charter. But

it is necessary to define “owners” under time charter more clearly since

the word of “owners” is used in various articles in different meanings in

the Commercial code.

Article 843 stipulates time charterers' rights to damages and owners’

liabilities in case of owners’ breach. To avoid indiscriminate set-offs by

charterers, prohibition of set-off need to be included in the Article.

Article 844 stipulates owners’ rights of lien and auction on cargo for hire

overdue. However this lien cannot be exercised against charterers’ bills of

lading holders. For the practicability of the lien, such lien shall be

exercised against all of bills of lading holders.

Article 845 stipulates non-payment of hire and termination of time

charter by owners. Under this Article, owners is obliged to continue their

laden voyage after termination of time charter for the benefits of cargo

interests. In view of insufficient remedies for owners’ loss arising out of

the continued voyage under the Article, owners’ burden is not proportional.

Owners’ burden shall be reconsidered.

Article 846 stipulates time limitation of two years for claims under time

charter. General time limitation of five years under Commercial code shall

be applied since there is persuasive reason to have two year time limit

for time charter which contains various non-cargo related clauses.



In addition to the above mentioned existing articles, it may be necessary

to have a new article about seaworthiness which is owners’ fundamental

obligation under time charter as well as any other contract of sea

carriage.

It is also worth considering a new article about anticipatory repudiation.

By such an article, parties to time charter have rights to terminate the

contract and claim damages once other party expresses their intention to

repudiate their performance in advance.
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